Members of a Dinoflagellate Luciferase Gene Family Differ in Synonymous Substitution Rates
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ABSTRACT: Regulation and evolution of dinoflagellate luciferases are of particular interest since the enzyme is structurally unique and bioluminescence is under circadian control. In this study, three new members of the dinoflagellate luciferase gene family were identified and characterized from Pyrocystis lunula. These genes, lcfA, lcfB, and lcfC, also exhibit the unusual structure and organization previously reported for the luciferase gene of a related dinoflagellate, Lingulodinium polyedrum: three repeated domains, each encoding an active catalytic site, multiple gene copies, and tandem organization. The histidine residues involved in the pH regulation of L. polyedrum luciferase activity, and implicated in the regulation of flashing, are also fully conserved in P. lunula. The interspecific conservation between the individual luciferase domains of P. lunula and L. polyedrum is higher than among domains intramolecularly, indicating that this unique gene structure arose through duplication events that occurred prior to the divergence of these dinoflagellates. However, P. lunula luciferase genes differ from L. polyedrum in several respects, notably, the occurrence of an intron in one gene (lcfC), a 2.25-kb intergenic region connecting lcfA and lcfB, and, of particular interest, an invariant rate of synonymous (silent) substitutions along the repeat domains, in contrast to L. polyedrum luciferase, where the occurrence of synonymous substitutions is practically absent in the central region of the domains.

Dinoflagellates are a diverse group of unicellular eukaryotes with distinct and unusual genomic characteristics, including a large genome (up to 60 times more DNA than a haploid human nucleus) packed in permanently condensed chromosomes lacking histones (1, 2). Although many dinoflagellate genes have been cloned and sequenced, genes involved in bioluminescence, namely, those for luciferase, which catalyzes the light-emitting reaction (3), and the luciferin (substrate)-binding protein (LBP) (4), have been characterized only in Lingulodinium polyedrum (formerly Gonyaulax polyedra). When bound to LBP, luciferin (a novel tetrapyrrole) is prevented from reacting with luciferase; its release and the ensuing luminescence are attributed to a transient pH change (5). The expression of these two proteins is controlled by a circadian clock at the translational level, with synthesis and degradation occurring on a daily basis (6, 7).

The L. polyedrum luciferase is structurally unique, comprising a short N-terminus followed by three homologous domains (D1, D2, and D3), each enzymatically active (8).

In L. polyedrum, the lcf and lbp genes lack introns and are present in high copy number in the genome, the former being organized in tandem (9). Strikingly, these two genes have no similarities to luciferases from organisms in other phyla, or indeed to any sequences in the database (10), supporting the hypothesis of independent evolution of bioluminescence proteins in different phylogenetic groups (11).

Within dinoflagellates, bioluminescence has been described in about 6% of all genera and only in marine species (12). The bioluminescence system is similar among species with respect to cross-reactions between enzymes and substrates, pH-activity profiles, and its cellular localization to light emitting organelles called scintillons (13–15). However, there are clear differences in the Pyrocystis lunula system, where flashing but not glow has a circadian rhythm, and the control of flashing seems different, since LBP is absent. Also, the amounts of luciferin and luciferase are constant throughout day and night (16–18); thus, instead of daily de novo synthesis and destruction of all components, the rhythm appears to involve changes in their intracellular localization (19, 20).

To gain insight into evolution and molecular control of bioluminescence in this group, we examined the structure of other dinoflagellate luciferase genes and identified elements possibly involved in regulation. Three new genes from the species P. lunula were characterized, revealing that the primary structure of dinoflagellate luciferases is highly conserved. Sequence similarity and phylogenetic analyses of P. lunula and L. polyedrum luciferase domains provide evidence for the origin of this unique gene structure prior to
the divergence of these genera during evolution. More striking is the finding that, while the three intramolecularly repeated domain organization is present in the luciferase genes of both dinoflagellates, there are substantial differences in the frequency of synonymous substitutions along their repeat domains.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Culture and Strain Information.** *P. lunula* cells (CCMP 731) were obtained from the Provasoli-Guillard National Center for Culture of Marine Phytoplankton, and grown in f/2 medium as previously described (18). Cells were harvested by filtration with Whatman paper No. 541, ground in liquid nitrogen, and immediately used for nucleic acid isolation.

**Construction and Screening of *P. lunula* cDNA Library.** Total RNA was isolated in extraction buffer (100 mM Tris pH 9, 200 mM NaCl, 15 mM EDTA, 0.5% sarcosyl, 100 mM (β-mercaptoethanol) from night-phase *P. lunula* cells by the phenol/chloroform based method (21), and mRNA purified using biotinylated oligo(dT20) primers (Promega). First strand cDNA was synthesized from 4 μg of mRNA using Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Life Technologies) and oligo(dT20) primers. Second strand synthesis and subsequent cloning steps were performed following the manufacturer’s protocol (ZAP-cDNA synthesis kit, Stratagene).

Approximately 108 phages were plated on 20 NZY agar plates and screened with [32P]dCTP-labeled luciferase cDNA from *P. polyedrum*. *Escherichia coli* XL1 blue cells were grown overnight at 37 °C on LB agar plates containing ampicillin (50 μg/mL). After adding a solution of *P. lunula* luciferin, luciferase activity was detected in the colonies as light emission, using a CCD camera. Phagemids carrying the *P. lunula* luciferase cDNA were excised and further analyzed by restriction mapping, and automated sequencing by the ABI dye-terminator method (Applied Biosystems).

**Estimation of the Abundance of Luciferase Copies in the Genome.** The total number of genomic luciferase sequences was estimated as previously described (4). Briefly, known amounts of *P. lunula* genomic DNA and luciferase molecules (lcfA cDNA) were blotted on a nylon membrane and hybridized with [α-32P]dCTP-labeled lcfA cDNA. After exposure to X-ray film, the intensities of hybridization signals of the genomic DNA and luciferase standards were compared by densitometry analysis with the NIH Image v1.54.

**PCR Amplifications and Sequence Analysis.** PCR reactions containing either phenol/chloroform extracted genomic DNA (21) or *P. lunula* luciferase cDNA as template were carried out using standard procedures (9). Specific primers used in this study were P1 (5′-CATCAGCCCAAGTTCCAC3′), P2 (5′-GAGACGTTACCCACCA3′), P3 (5′-ATCGTTGTTA-ACGTC3′), P4 (5′-TTAAGCTTGTGGCAC3′), Paf (5′-CTTGTAGCCTGGTGGCAC3′), Pbf (5′-GCCACGGG- TTGCGACCA3′), Pfr (5′-ATAGTGCCGGCCTG3′), Pfr (5′-GGTACGTTACTTGGG3′), and PB3f (5′-GCTTGGCAGCTTACTGAG3′).

Amplified fragments were gel purified, cloned into pCR 2.1 vector (Invitrogen), and sequenced. Luciferase sequences were identified by Blast searches of GenBank. Pairwise analysis was done with the DNA Strider v1.2, and alignments were performed with the ClustalW software. Nucleotide substitutions in aligned sequences were calculated using methods described by Nei & Gojobori (22) as implemented by Korber (23). Phylogenetic tree was constructed based on parsimony analysis, using PAUP v4.0b8.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

*P. lunula* Has at Least Three Highly Conserved Luciferase Genes. Screening of the cDNA library resulted in the isolation of many positive clones, 22 of which, verified to contain luciferase by the light emission of colonies on the plates following the addition of luciferin, were sequenced and analyzed. On the basis of restriction mapping, comparison of the 3′ untranslated regions (UTRs), and PCR analysis, at least three members of a luciferase gene family could be distinguished, and two of them, lcfA and lcfB, were fully characterized. Partial sequence of a third member, lcfC, was obtained by genomic PCR (discussed below).

The structures of lcfA and lcfB open reading frames (ORFs), but not the UTRs, are similar to the *L. polyedrum* lcf gene (8). Pairwise comparison of the lcfA and lcfB nucleotide sequences shows an identity of 96% in the region encoding the three repeat domains (1131 nt each). The ORF sequence at the 5′ end (321 nt in lcfA and 324 nt in lcfB) is less conserved between the genes (87%), and the 5′ and 3′ UTR sequences are 72 and 80% identical, respectively. These features can be visualized in the dot-matrix plot (Figure 1A) in which the off-center diagonal lines reflect the similarities among domains. Although luciferase variants have not been found (nor sought) in *L. polyedrum*, a variant *lbp* cDNA clone encoding an LBP isoform (89% identical at the nucleotide level) has been reported (4). As with the lcfA and lcfB of *P. lunula*, the sequences of the *lbp* genes are more divergent in the UTRs.

The transcript size of *P. lunula* luciferase was reported earlier to be ~4.3 kb (18), slightly larger than that of *L. polyedrum* (4.1 kb). This difference was attributed to a correspondingly larger ORF, since the native luciferase, estimated by Western blots, was ~145 kDa as compared to ~137 kDa for *L. polyedrum*. Our results agree with the transcript size previously reported but not with the molecular mass of the translation product. We found that the difference in transcript size between the two species is due to 3′ UTR sequences being about 200 bp longer in *P. lunula*, and not to larger ORFs, which in *P. lunula* predict molecular masses around 137 kDa, the same as for *L. polyedrum*. The previous report of 145 kDa for *P. lunula* luciferase from cell extracts may be due to a posttranslational modification of the native protein, such as phosphorylation.

lcfA and lcfB Are Organized in Tandem. The genomic organization of luciferase genes was investigated by a series of PCR reactions using combinations of outwardly directed primers targeted to the UTRs of lcfA and lcfB and genomic DNA as template. When a sense primer in the 3′ UTR of

---

2 Nucleotide sequences of *P. lunula* luciferase genes lcfA, lcfB, lcfC, and intergenic region of lcfAl/lcfB have been deposited in the GenBank Database under accession numbers AF394059, AF394060, AF394061, and AF394062, respectively.
GenBank accession numbers for lcfB and lcfA, illustrated by a dot-matrix plot. The schematic structures of their respective cDNAs are also shown. (B) Diagram showing the tandem organization of lcfB and lcfA in the P. lunula genome. The 2.2 kb long intergenic region, flanked by the 3′ UTR of lcfB and 5′ UTR of lcfA, contains a 100-bp stretch of repeated TG motifs, consensus sequences for the GC box promoter element, and a GC-rich motif conserved in different dinoflagellate promoters. GenBank accession numbers for lcfA, lcfB, and their intergenic region are AF394059, AF394060, and AF394062, respectively.

lcfB (PB3f) was combined with an antisense primer in the 5′ UTR of lcfA (PA5r), a single 2.6 kb product was amplified. Sequence analysis of this product showed that lcfB and lcfA are linked in tandem by a 2.25 kb long spacer region (Figure 1B). This does not exclude the possibility that lcfA and lcfB also occur in the genome as unlinked genes.

The intergenic sequence is larger than that described in a luciferase tandem repeat of L. polyedrum (1.46 kb long), and might contain promoter sequences, since the luciferase message in P. lunula is not polycistronic (18). As in other dinoflagellate genes, no TATA or CAAT boxes were found. However, a 100 bp stretch rich in TG motifs and the consensus sequence for the GC box promoter element were identified within the intergenic region (Figure 1B). Although shorter in length, a TG motif is also found in the intergenic region of L. polyedrum lcf (9), as well as in the 3′ UTR of lbp, where a potential regulatory protein binds to the transcript in a circadian fashion (24). This might have a regulatory function in relation to the promoter.

The GC box consensus sequence <GGGCCGG> functions in both orientations and is usually present in multiple copies around position −110 (25). In P. lunula, these same consensus sequences are located further upstream from the putative start site, and whether they are involved in the expression of luciferase in this species is unknown. Furthermore, a GC rich motif <C(G/C)GCCC>, similar to that reported in the ferredoxin gene of the dinoflagellate P. bipes (26), is found upstream in P. lunula lcfA and L. polyedrum lcf and lbp genes, the positions of which vary. The consensus sequence <CGTGAAAGCAGTG> present in both L. polyedrum lcf (9) and pcp (27) intergenic regions was not found in P. lunula.

Luciferase Sequences Are Abundant in the Genome and Some Contain an Intron. Because of their high sequence similarities, it is difficult to determine the copy number of individual members of the luciferase gene family. However, the abundance of total luciferase sequences in P. lunula was estimated directly by slot blot hybridizations (Figure 2). Although the genome size of P. lunula has not been determined, dinoflagellates are known to have large genomes ranging from 2 to 200 pg/nucleus (1). Within these limits, 200 is the minimum number of copies of luciferase sequences in P. lunula, twice the number estimated for L. polyedrum (9). This estimate seems reasonable, since the amount of the substrate luciferin has been reported to be 100 times higher in P. lunula than in L. polyedrum (15).

An intron was detected in a luciferase gene of P. lunula by PCR analysis. Two pairs of primers, covering most of the luciferase ORF, were used in PCR reactions containing either genomic DNA or luciferase cDNAs as template. Primers P1, P2, P3, and P4 were designed on the basis of highly conserved sequences so as to hybridize to both lcfA and lcfB. With primer set P3/P4, amplification products from cDNA clones and genomic DNA had the same length, indicating an absence of introns in the region covered (Figure 3A, lanes 4–6). However, with primers P1/P2, an additional product was obtained from genomic DNA, 400 bp longer than the one from cDNA (lane 3). This genomic PCR product was cloned, and its sequence revealed a single 403 bp intron within the first repeat domain (D1), between bases 684 and 685 (Figure 3B). The intronic sequence has several short palindromic repeats and stop codons in all reading frames. When the intron is removed, the ORF is restored. The fact that the coding sequence of the genomic PCR product containing the intron is slightly different from those of lcfA and lcfB (Figure 3B) affirms the existence of a third member of the gene family, named lcfC. Whether the intron is present in functional copies or in pseudogenes, or both, cannot be specified at this point. However, PCR analysis has demon-
strated that lcfC has the same three-domain structure as the other members of the lcf family (results not shown).

The presence of two specific PCR products from reactions with primer set P1/P2 and genomic DNA suggests that the intron is not present in all luciferase genes. Indeed, PCR amplification using forward primers specific to the 5′ UTR of lcfA (PAf) and N-terminus of lcfB (PBf) and a reverse primer located at the 3′ end of the first domain (P2) demonstrated that neither lcfA nor lcfB has the intron (Figure 3C, lanes 1–4). Genomic PCR reactions with the specific primers PAf or PBf in combination with a primer located at the 3′ end of the intronic sequence (PIr) also did not yield specific products (lanes 5 and 6), confirming this conclusion.

There are only two other reports of introns in dinoflagellate genes. In Symbiodinium sp., genes encoding ribulose 1,5-biphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase contain two introns (28), and in Cryptothecodinium cohnii four introns were described in the gene HCc1 encoding a DNA binding protein (29). As in these cases, the intron found within D1 of P. lunula lcfC has neither the conserved dinucleotides GT-AG found at the 5′ and 3′ ends of nuclear or mitochondrial group II introns (30) nor the short consensus sequences responsible for the

**Figure 3:** An intron within the first repeat domain is present in a *P. lunula* luciferase gene but not in lcfA or lcfB. (A) PCR analysis with lcfA and lcfB cDNAs or genomic DNA as template with the primers shown in the scheme. Primers P1/P2 amplified an extra 403 bp-longer fragment that was further cloned and sequenced. (B) Alignment with partial sequences corresponding to D1 of the cloned PCR product (named lcfC, AF394061), lcfA and lcfB; nucleotide differences are shaded. Arrow indicates the intron located between bases 684 and 685 in the cDNA sequences; short palindromic repeats are underlined, and hairpin structures are boxed. (C) PCR analysis using primers specific to the 5′ UTR of lcfA (PAf) and N-terminus of lcfB (PBf). Primers to the 5′ and 3′ ends of the intron (PIf/PIr) were used in control reaction (lane 7).
As in *L. polyedrum*, the three domains of both *P. lunula* luciferases are similar to one another, especially within a 145 amino acid stretch in their central regions, where the intramolecular identity between domains is 84% at the amino acid level, in contrast to 43% and 77% in their N- and C-boundary flanking regions, respectively. The higher conservation in the center of the luciferase domains observed in both species suggests that this region contains the catalytic active sites. This is supported by the fact that, in *P. lunula*, individual luciferase domains, as well as full-length molecules, are enzymatically active when expressed in *E. coli*. In *L. polyedrum*, the corresponding activities were reported to be maximum at pH 6.3, dropping to near zero at pH 8, and four intramolecularly conserved histidines are involved in the loss of activity at high pH (33). These histidine residues are also conserved in *P. lunula* (Figure 4B).

A Common Origin for the Domains of Dinoflagellate Luciferases. The occurrence of three intramolecular homologous domains in both *P. lunula* and *L. polyedrum* luciferases indicates that the configuration has a common origin, but it does not explain how the repeat domain structure evolved. If the domain structure evolved prior to the speciation of *L. polyedrum* and *P. lunula*, the similarity between corresponding luciferase domains of different dinoflagellate species (intermolecular) would be greater than that among the three domains in the same species (intramolecular). Conversely, if the domains originated independently through recent duplication events or by mechanisms such as gene conversion, then the three intramolecular domains should be more similar to each other than to the luciferase domains of other dinoflagellate species.

Intra- and intermolecular pairwise comparisons and phylogenetic analysis of the domain sequences showed that D1 of *P. lunula* luciferases were more similar to D1 of *L. polyedrum* luciferase, at both the amino acid and nucleotide levels, than with D2 or D3 of any of the luciferases (Figure 5). The same pattern was observed in analyses with D2 and D3, supporting the hypothesis that luciferase domains originated through duplication events that occurred prior to the divergence of these dinoflagellate genera.

**Synonymous Substitution Rates Differ in the Luciferase Genes of *P. lunula* and *L. polyedrum*.** A higher intramolecular conservation exists in the center of the luciferase domains of these two dinoflagellate species. This can be visualized by the distribution of nonsynonymous substitutions along the aligned domains, which shows a lower rate of substitutions in the middle region, as well as in the region where the conserved histidines are located (Figure 6A).

However, one highly unusual and altogether unexplained feature of the *L. polyedrum* *lcf* gene is that the frequency of synonymous (silent) substitutions is also significantly lower in the central region of the domains, as compared to the flanks, and this difference is not due to codon bias (8). In contrast, the frequency of synonymous substitutions in *P. lunula* is uniform along the domains (Figure 6B). All three domains of each of the three luciferases were aligned, and their codons were numbered sequentially on the abscissa. On the ordinate, the cumulative number of synonymous substitutions are given corresponding to the codons. As can be seen, the rate of synonymous substitution for the first 126 codons is the same for all three sequences, but it decreases in the
Given that the luciferase domains of *P. lunula* and *L. polyedrum* evolved from a common ancestor molecule, what is the explanation for the difference in synonymous substitution rates? While the high degree of amino acid sequence conservation in the center of the luciferase domains may be attributed to a conserved catalytic function in both species, this does not explain the conservation at the nucleotide level in *L. polyedrum*. Gene conversion has been suggested as the mechanism responsible for the synonymous substitution constraint in *L. polyedrum*, supported by the occurrence of multiple gene copies and tandem arrangement (8). However, those same features are present in *P. lunula*, making this explanation less plausible. Alternatively, the nucleotide conservation could be associated with a regulatory function. One possibility is that there is a functionally important protein that binds to this region in *L. polyedrum* DNA or RNA, thus accounting for its conserved sequence, and that this does not occur in *P. lunula*. This putative regulatory protein might mediate the circadian control of luminescence, which involves the de novo synthesis and later degradation of the protein each day, regulated at the level of translation. A daily rhythm in the amount of LBP is similarly controlled, and in that case a putative regulatory protein has been found that binds to a 27 nt long UG repeat in the 3' UTR of the *lbp* transcript (24). A similar region is not present in the *L. polyedrum* luciferase molecule, but an analogous mechanism might be involved in its regulation. The circadian control of luminescence in *P. lunula* is altogether different in that it does not involve the synthesis and degradation of the luciferase, and thus would not exert such a mechanism. Whether by the proposed or some other mechanism, the strikingly conserved nucleotides in the repeat domains of the *L. polyedrum* luciferase may function in the translational control of luciferase synthesis.

In summary, we found that the unique luciferase structure, composed of a short N-terminus followed by three homologous and individually active domains, is conserved in a second dinoflagellate species, suggesting that the structure evolved early in the evolution of this lineage. Intramolecularly conserved histidines responsible for a characteristic pH-activity profile in *L. polyedrum* are also present in *P. lunula* luciferases. Despite the similarities in gene structure and organization, important differences are evident, notably: (i) presence of an intron in one but not all *P. lunula* luciferase genes; (ii) different sizes of untranslated regions in *P. lunula* and *L. polyedrum* luciferase genes, sharing no significant sequence similarities; and (iii) striking differences in the frequency of synonymous substitutions in the center of the repeat luciferase domains between these two species. How these distinct molecular features affect the expression of these dinoflagellate luciferases and whether they are involved in the circadian rhythm of bioluminescence are matters for future investigation. Such molecular studies may provide
additional insight into gene regulation and evolution in this unusual group of eukaryotes.
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